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The Greater Cincinnati Water Works (GCWW) has completed its water main and service branch
infrastructure conversion project. All customer accounts are plotted and graphically tied to water mains that
serve these customers, via their service branches. A customized version of ArcView 3.2 is being used to
analyze these relationships, resulting in surprising information. As an example, it was discovered that many
customers were associated with the wrong service branch, within the GCWW billing system. This was only
apparent by using these graphical relationships. Now, shutdown analyses, meter reading routing and many
other software applications are using the data.

Introduction

In addition to billing for water, the Greater Cincinnati Water Works also bills for services provided by the
Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD) and the City of Cincinnati Stormwater
Management Unit (SMU). It also bills for trash collection for a local community. As such, these utilities
have had their customer accounts mapped, using the same billing system data. MSD is in the process of
adding its sewer laterals to the GIS. SMU uses the Auditor’s property data to determine stormwater impact
and liability. These infrastructure-related data are, or will be in the near future, associated with their
respective customer accounts. Software applications, specially developed for these utilities, have been
developed and are being used by a number of diverse users, both technical and non-technical.

Obtaining a GIS Base Map

The above utilities, other utilities and many governmental agencies within the City of Cincinnati and
Hamilton County, Ohio, share a common GIS. These participants, collectively, form the Cincinnati Area
Geographic Information System (CAGIS) consortium. The Consortium has a Policy Board, for guidance,
and is headed up by the CAGIS Administrator, who has a staff of about 15 employees. The CAGIS
Administrator manages the daily operations. In addition, there are various committees and user groups
involved in planning and training. Most of these utilities and agencies maintain their own data. A select set
of GIS data are maintained by the CAGIS staff, where no designated owner exists. There are about 2000
CAGIS users, sharing hundreds of features (themes), which are replicated on 37 servers throughout the City
and County. Data are updated daily, weekly, monthly and/or periodically. For example, color aerial
photography of the entire county is flown every five years. The aerial photography is ortho-rectified to six-
inch pixel accuracy, thus, available as a layer in the GIS.

While a GIS should be a shared-development effort, by the owners of data, some utilities might have to
develop their own GIS base map. At a minimum, the GIS needs a polygonal area that represents the limits
being served by the utility or the combined set of users. Having the property parcels included in this area,
while costly to add, would be extremely beneficial. Street centerline segments, with left/right and from/to
address ranges, are necessary in order to automate the placement of customer account data within the GIS.
For utilities, street pavement and/or rights-of-way are useful, since many utilities locate their infrastructure
within these boundaries. Building outlines are helpful for showing relationships of required utility services
(customer accounts) to infrastructure within rights-of-way. These base-map features, along with utility



infrastructure features, form a useful GIS. Obviously, the more features included in a GIS, the better.
However, only include geographic information (data) that can be maintained, since non-maintained data are
worthless and will cause the users to loose confidence in the whole GIS.

Geocoding Customer Account Locations

The first thing a utility should do is geocode its customer account data. This is an automated process that
maps customer account addresses (or any addresses) for display within the GIS. These data indicate where
utility services are provided. One could argue that the utility’s infrastructure data should be converted, first.
Customer accounts are easier to map than infrastructure data and provide immediate benefit, while the
infrastructure is being converted. In either case, both the utility service locations and the infrastructure data
will need to be included in the GIS so that applications, that link customers to their related infrastructure,
can be developed.

Be careful when mapping customer address data. Just because the geocoding process maps data, the data
may not be placed at the actual location being served. This is because the geocoding process is not flawless,
resulting in some addresses being placed at map locations that are similar to the actual locations. This
happens because many communities within a given utility service area may have the same street name and
address range. If either the official street name or the utility’s version of the street name is incorrect, a
mismatch will occur in the geocoding process. In other words, a geocoded address may be valid, but not
accurate.

To avoid this situation, use field investigation or a crosscheck process to validate the accuracy of the data.
The Greater Cincinnati Water Works uses meter reading
routes to validate the customer address data. This is
accomplished by first geocoding the address data and then
having the GIS draw a polyline from the beginning of a
meter reading route to its end, using the meter reading
sequence for each meter reading route. The user looks for
any line segment that deviates from the intended meter
reading route. As an example, if a meter reading sequence,
based on the geocoded placement of the customer data on the
map, graphically “jumps” from a house in one neighborhood
to another house in a totally different neighborhood, back
again to a third house in the first neighborhood, it is assumed
that the extraneous address point is out of line. This address
point would be moved to its proper location between its two
adjacent houses. See figure, to the right.

When all customer addresses are mapped, so they have a reasonable placement within their associated
meter reading route, the data are assumed to be accurately placed. A utility could field investigate the
address data, but this is very costly and still does not guarantee accuracy.

As a side note, these verified customer addresses can be shared back to the owners of the official addresses,
so that any discrepancies can be resolved. This benefits all GIS and non-GIS users, alike.

Relating Customers to the Infrastructure

At some point, a utility’s infrastructure will be converted to a GIS. For example, a water utility would add
water mains, valves, fire hydrants and service branches to its GIS. Once this is complete, the above mapped
customer data can easily be associated, graphically, to the infrastructure serving the customer. For a water
utility, the GIS could draw a line from the end of a service branch, which is, itself, connected to a water
main, to the customer or customers being served by this service branch. For streets with many service
branches serving customers on both sides of the street, these lines look like fish bones, where the water



main resembles the spine and the service branches and connecting lines, look like ribs. In other words, the
service branches are “fish-boned” to the customers. See figure, below.

There are other associations between customers and
infrastructure, within the GIS. A user can measure the
distance from a customer to the nearest fire hydrant or
sewer manhole. The GIS can show, graphically, where
multiple customers share a service branch, such as within a
manifold setting. Likewise, the GIS can show data
anomalies that would ordinarily not show up by looking at
only database attributes, allowing for the correction of
utility data. For example, two customers may be attached to
the wrong service branches within the utility’s customer or
billing database. This would show up within the GIS as
crossing fishbones.

Visualizing Customer Account Data

Since GIS data can be displayed in a number of ways, any customer data can be graphically compared with
any other customer data, using stored attributes. For example, a utility’s large service meters can be
displayed so that preventive maintenance can be more efficiently scheduled, by grouping the maintenance
geographically. If customer data have attributes indicating the type of customer (residential, commercial,
industrial, etc.) these data could be displayed in the GIS with varying colors, symbols or symbol sizes.
Clusters of data or trends would stand out on a map, whereas listings of these data would not be as easily
grasped. In the figure to the right, small dark blue dots
represent residential accounts and larger, light blue and
pink dots indicate apartment and commercial accounts.

Data that were previously available only by a paper listing,
spreadsheet and/or a non-graphic database, can be mapped,
if that data can be associated with existing GIS features. As
an example, if a utility has a critical-needs user list (such as
persons on dialysis, living at home), these records can be
linked to customer accounts. Instead of looking through a
list of street names and address ranges to determine if a
scheduled shutdown will affect a critical-needs user, the
GIS user needs only to zoom or pan to the location of the
scheduled utility shutdown to see a special critical-needs
user symbol prominently displayed. This is not only more
efficient, but, minimized the chance that important
information is not overlooked.

QA/QC Data Using the GIS

All GIS data need to be checked for errors. This process is usually known as quality assurance and/or
quality control (QA/QC). By graphically displaying customer or infrastructure data within the GIS, many
errors stand out. A residential subdivision that has a few commercial customers within that subdivision,
indicated by a different symbol or color, is more easily discovered than looking for these customer records
in a long list. The user only has to verify the data for the few seemingly erroneous customer accounts
instead of looking at all customer data. If sewer data are symbolized by lines that increase in thickness,
based on their true size, a thick line segment symbol in a grouping of thin line segment symbols or vise
versa, stands out on a map. This allows for a more efficient review of sewer size data within the GIS than is
otherwise possible. Other infrastructure attribute data that can be symbolized for review are size, material
type, use type, age, pressure, capacity, etc.



Missing data are more likely to be found with a GIS than without the use of a GIS. Line feature data with
gaps are likely to have missing segments at these gaps. Building outlines without a customer account may
indicate that the building has been razed or the owner of the building is getting a free utility (and
shouldn’t). A building that has a water account and not a sewer account could mean that a service was
moved out and never moved back in, for a new customer. This results in missing revenue. The GIS could
start paying for itself.

Sometimes the GIS is the only way of checking some utility data. For example, a database record indicates
that a customer is attached to a certain service branch. This association may be in error. It would be almost
impossible to find this type of error. However, when
a fishbone is drawn on the map from the end of the
service branch to the customer account and either
the customer account or the service branch has been
located in error, this fishbone line will exaggerate
the incorrect placement of either feature. See figure,
to the right. Sometimes service branches are
measured from fire hydrants or other features. If one
or more of these referenced features are missing or
have been added and the service branch location
descriptions have not been updated, these errors will
show up on the map as extended fishbones. These
fishbones will start from the end of the service
branches, located incorrectly on the map, to
customers mapped correctly. The long fishbones
will cross property lines and other fishbones, where
they should not cross. In addition, these fishbones
will be grouped together, highlighting the problem,
making these misplaced service branches easier to
see when zoomed out.

There are many other techniques that can be used to QA/QC data. Each utility would determine the best
approach to checking its data. The GIS is another, and perhaps the best, tool for accomplishing this
important task.

Customer/Infrastructure-Related Applications

Once utility customer address and infrastructure data have been mapped, many software applications can be
developed to help users visualize and understand relationships between any two, or among many of these
features. Here are just a few things that can be done.

For scheduled utility shutdowns, a tracing routine
can be developed that not only shows the valves or
switches to be closed, in order to isolate the utility
line, but, all customers that will be affected can be
displayed, listed and/or notified. If these customers
are not linked, somehow, to the infrastructure, then
a buffering technique can be used to get an
approximation of customers affected. However, if
customers are linked, logically and/or graphically,
to the infrastructure, only those customers affected
by the scheduled shutdown will be highlighted or
selected for notification. See figure, to the right.

Sanitary sewer or stormwater utilities monitor the
quality of water within sewer lines or in streams,



creeks or rivers. If these water features have been mapped, then tracing applications, both up stream and
down stream, can be developed. This would allow the polluters to be identified, based on the location of
water samples taken and the already mapped customers located up stream. Likewise, the time of arrival of
pollutants can be calculated, for points down stream of the spill.

These, and other applications, are possible only if the data have been mapped. The sooner these features are
mapped in the GIS the sooner users have the capability to do their work more efficiently or in ways never
before possible.

Additional GIS Applications

In GIS, data are everything. Given enough timely, accurate and complete GIS data, anything is possible.

The following is a small listing of other GIS applications that can be developed.

• Hydraulic Modeling/Demand Allocations
• Customer Service View of Utility Availability
• Sewer/SSO/CSO Flow Tracing
• Complaint Tracking/Service Investigations
• Water Quality Monitoring
• Work Order/Maintenance Scheduling

Data maintenance is key, though. If the data were not maintained, these and other GIS applications would
be less useful, if not useless. Use the GIS to help in these maintenance activities.

Conclusion

The Greater Cincinnati Water Works has had the rare privilege of being a participant in one of the finest
geographic information systems in the world. CAGIS consortium members have been faithful in creating
and maintaining their GIS data, sharing the data with all users, both internally and externally. While the
GIS data are being maintained in ArcInfo, ArcView and a workhorse ArcView project called “Gen 7” have
been invaluable in the use of the data. Customized ArcView scripts can be, and have been, added by users,
to make their job easier, without affecting other user’s functionality of the GIS. As more data are made
available, more functionality is added to the GIS. It appears that there is not limit to what can be done.

It is recommended that utilities start mapping their customers, along with their infrastructure, so that the
full capability of GIS is realized.

For Further Information:

If the reader would like a copy of the ESRI User Conference PowerPoint slide presentation, including
computer screen images of the examples discussed above, contact the author:

don.houchins@gcww.cincinnati-oh.gov

Donald R. Houchins
Computer Systems Analyst
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
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